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(54) Title: SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION BASED ON LOCATION

(57) Abstract: Systems and methods for providing information based on a
user's location are described. A system may include an inventory module to
identify an instance of a product within a field of vision of a user. A search
module may identify incentives to purchase the product. A location module
may generate a pictorial representation of the field of vision where an im
age of the product is located within the pictorial representation based on
the position of the product in the field of vision of the user. A mapping
module may map an icon representing at least one of the one or more in
centives to a location within the pictorial representation corresponding to
the position of the product. A display module may provide a user interface
including a display comprising the icon located within the pictorial repres -
entation at a location corresponding to the position of the image of the
product.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION BASED ON

LOCATIO

CLAIM OF PRIORITY

f This FC application claims the .benefit of the filing date f U .S

Patent App lca i a Serial No. /329, 68 filed December . 201.1 entitles!

"SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION BASED

ON LOCATION," the entire contest of s incorporated herein by

reference.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE

[ 2 ] A portion of the disclosure of patent document contains

material that i subject to copy ght protection. The copyright owner has no

objection to the facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the

patent disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office patent files or

records, but otherwise reserves ail copyright rights whatsoever. Th following

notice applies to the software and data as described below and in the drawings

tha form a part of this document: Copyright 2 0 . 20 eBay, nc., All Rights

Reserved.

TECHNICAL FIELD

3 ] This patent document pertains generally to network

communications, and more .particularly, but not bv way of limitation, to systems

and methods fo prov iding information based on location.

BACKGROUND

While shopping, customers; may re y on coupons, club e ber

discounts, temporary price cuts or other discounts to save money on their

purchases. In .some instances* it may be difficult for a customer to determine

which discounts apply to which items on the store shell

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

f 0 Some embodiments are illustrated by way of example and not

limitation In the figures of the accompany ing drawings.



¾ FIG. 1 is a network diagram depicting -a client-server system

withi which one example embodiment may be deployed ,

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of incentive system

accord lag to some embodiments.

h f F G, 3 is chart illustrating a method to provide information

based on location, according to an example embodiment.

FIG. 4 s an example use interface generated according to an

example embodiment

G 5 is another example user interface generated according to

an example embodiment.

Θ | FIG. 6 is a block diagram of machine in the example form of

computer system within which a set instructions for causing the machine to

perform a y one or more of the methodologies discussed herein, may be

executed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0 12] In the following description, for purposes of explanation,

numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough

understanding of some example embodiments. It w ll be evident, however, to

on skilled in the art that the present nventio ma be practiced without these

specific details. As used herein, the term orw is inclusive unless otherwise-

noted.

f ] As used herein, the term " is used t refer to an Individual

instance of a good for sale. An tem may be fungible or substantially identical to

other items. For example, a can of vegetables having a certain size and a certain

brand may be substantially identical to other cans of vegetables having the same

contents, size, and brand. The term "pr d ci is used to refer collectively to a

plurality of tems that are substantially identical. As such, each item

corresponding to one product can be described using the same. description..

0 4 An Incentive system i provided herein to assist users to manage

available incentives o purchase certain products by providing information based

on the location of the user. An incentive ay be a coupon, a discount, a bulk

deal, loyalty car reward, or som -other benefit that will accrue to the user

upon purchasing a certain product o products.



] s a b c s and mortar s ore for sale are displayed o

shelves. As the customer walks among the shelves, the customer selects

Items to purchase. Seme s ma be associated wit one or more s to

purchase the product corresponding to the item. However, the incentives ay

not be posted on the shelves.

0 | The systems and methods described herein provide an interface

aving display thai includes a pictorial representation of the shelf In the store

and icons that indicate that an incentive is available for a particular product

[96! | FIG . 1 is a network diagram depleting a client-server system 0,

within which one example embodiment may he deployed, A networked system

2 i th example forms of a network-based marketplace or publication

t provides server-side functionality, via a network 104 (e.g., the Internet

or Wide Are Network (WAN)} to one or more clients. F G I illustrates, for

example, a w b client 6 (e.g., a browser), -and s programmatic client 108

executing o respective client machines 0 and . The client machine 1 .or

: 1 -comprise a mobile device such as a mobile phone or other handheld

device,

- j An Application Program Interface (AH) se rve . and a web

server are coupled to, and provide programmatic and web interlaces

respectively to, one or more application servers 1 , T e application servers

1I host one or more marketplace applications 20 and incentive systems 122.

The application servers S are, in ten, shows to be coupled to one or more

databases servers 4 that facilitate access to on or more databases 1 ,

0 f The marketplace applications . may provide a number o f

marketplace functions and services to users tha access the networked system

2 . The incentive systems 2 may likewise provide a number of incentive

services and functions to users. The incentive systems 2 may provide the user

with incentives t purchase particular products using an augmented reality

display. While the marketplace app cations the Incentive system 2

are shows is. F G, I both form part of the networked system 102, it will be

appreciated that n alternative embodiments, the incentive systems 122 may

form part of an incentive service that is separate and distinct fro n the networked

system 1 2.



|W20J Further,, while the system. 0 shown in F employs a client-

s rver architecture, .the present invention is of course sot limited to such an

architecture, and could equally well find application in a distributed, or peer-to-

peer, architecture system, for example. The marketplace applications

0 a d the incentive systems 1.22 could also b i p e e ited s s standalone

software programs, which do not necessarily have networking capabilities.

[1 2 Th web clieni 0 :accesses the various marketplace applications

120 and the incentive systems 122 via the web interface supported by the web ¬

server . Similarly, the programmatic chea 0 accesses the various services

and functions provided by the .marketplace applications 1.20 and incentive

systems 1.22 via the m provided by th API server 4 .

The programmatic client 8 may, for example, h applicat ion for a mobile

device to enable customers to access th augmented reality display provided by

the incentive systems 22 on the networked system 10 an off-line manner,

and to perform batch-mode communications between the programmatic client

108 and networked system . 2 .

FIG, 1 a so illustrates a third party application 128, executing on.

a third party server machine 0, as having programmatic access to the

networked system. 2 via the programmatic interface provided by the AP\

server .4 , for example, the third party application 128 may, utilizing

brmation retrieved from the networked system 102, support one or more

features or functions on.a website hosted by the third party. The third party

website may, .for example, provide one or more promotional marketplace, or

payment functions- hai are supported by the relevant applications of the

networked system 1 2

{ 23 } FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example incentive system 200

according to some embodiments. The examp le incentive system 200 may be th

incentive system 2. The incentive system 200 may be implemented in

hard ware, software, or as a combination of hardware and soft ware

f9 )24] A n inventory module 20 is -configured identify ao instance of

a product for sale positioned within a field of vision of a user based on an input

received from the user. The instance of the product for sale is- an item for sale

that conforms to the product description of the product. A pro c may be



identified by a UPC cods or S code, for example. For , the product

may be . ra nded 4-o . of diced tomatoes. The instance of ¾ product

(e -g the item to sale) is particu lar branded o . ca of diced tomatoes

positioned on the grocery store shelf.

A field of vision of the user is what the user sees within the store

as the u traversing the stores. The field of vi sion of the user may he a

hypothetical field of vision or a captured field of vision. The of -vision amy

Include a depletion of a portion of shelves in the store, an. end-cap located at the

end of an aisle in the store, a special promotional display, a portion of a rack or

bin in the store, a portion of a display case, or some other structure within the

store.

f. 02 A hypothetical Held of vision y he determined based on what a

typical user would see within the store. The hypothetical field of vision may be

generated based on the layout of the store and positions within the store where

the user mig stand to view ite for sale. In embodiments using a hypothetical

ie ld of vision, the instance of the product may be Identified based on an input

that identifies the immediate position of the use within the store. For example,

the nser may provide an input indicating the user's position in the store. The

input may he a global positioning system (OPS) input, an alphanumeric input, or

an image capture input, A n input may include a series- f numbers and letters

that identify a hypothetical field of vision.

[0 )27 To illustrate, the store ma post a sign (i.e., a position marker) on

or near a portion of shelving identified as a hypothetical field of vision. The sign

may include a series one or more letters or numbers identifying the hypothetical

field of vision from a plurality of hypothetical fields o f vision within the store.

In s me instances, the sign may include a code. In some instances, the user

may simply type the series of alphanumeric characters into the mobile device of

the user. n other instances, the user may capture an mage of the sign using a

digital camera. The Inventory module 202 may the use optical character

recognition. (OCR.) to process h e image to Identif the rls s of a phanmner e

characters.

(0 28) A captured fie of vision may be captured b the user using, for

example, a digital camera. The captured fi el of vision may include images of

one or more items arranged on a shelf in a . store. The captured image may e



processed to recognize multiple different products corresponding to the items

captured in the image. Some techniques that may be used singly or In

combination to perform the recognition include, but are not limited to, color

matching based on a of colors n the image, edge- recognition, line

recognition, whole image analysis based on scaling a d rotations, and optical

character recognition.

[6029] A search module 204 is configured to identify on or more

incentives to nce Vize the user to purchase a product identified by the

inventory module 20-2. The search module 204 may access an incentive

database (no shown) that stores records of incentives offered o shoppers. The

search module 204 may further initiate a search of a network to- access further

databases such as a database maintained by the retailer, a database maintained by

a distributor, database maintained by a manufacturer, or public-ally available

database available via, for example, the World Wide Web.

A location module 206 s configured to generate a pictorial

representation of the field of vision of the user. An image of the product is

located n the pietoriai representation based on the position of the product in th

field of vision of the use relative to other objects within the field of vision of the

user. The pietoriai representation ay be generated along with data identifying

the location of each image of a product within th pictorial representation. The

data may indicate which pixels of the pictorial representation correspond to the

image of th product in. pictorial representations where m re than one product

image is depicted, the data may indicate whic -pixels of the pictorial

representation correspond to each product image n the pictorial representation.

n so e instances, the dat may further include a indication If particular pixel

or set of pixels corresponds to an edge, corne or other spec ific portion of the

image of the product,

[ ©3 f ] A .mapping module 208 is configured to map an con representing

at least one of th one o more incentives to a location corresponding to position

of an image of th product within the pietoriai representation, for example, the

mapping module 208 ma deter ne that a particular product depicted in. the

pictorial representation is associated with a particular incentive available to a

user purchasing the pr due The map includes an icon to the pixels

corresponding to the image of the product in the pictorial representation,



replacing the portion of the image o the product with pixels constituting the

icon. The icon ay be defined by o e or more -alphanumeric characters,

smaller icons included in the icon, color. n a user interlace, when a uses-

passes over a icon using finger or pointer, the icon may he associated with a

sound, a vibration, or other feedback signal An ico ay have a predeter ned

placement on the product (e.g., in a top: tight corner) o ay be placed by the

mapping module 20 T e mapping module 208 may place the icon based on a

distribution of icons, a number of icons associated with the products, or the like,

P 3 ] The- icon mapped. © a product image may be selected from a

plurality of available icons that can he map ed For a par icula incentive, an

icon be selected according t a number of factors such as, &type of the

incentive, a provider of the incentive., a value of the incentive, a program

associated with d e incentive, a beneficiary of the incentive other than the user

(e.g., a charity), or other characteristic of the incentive. A particular -product

may be associated with one or more incentives or cons.

33| i some instances, the mapping module 208 may be configured to

access a user history database 210, Th user history database 2 may include

one or more records about a purchase history of the user. The record may

include an identification of previous purchases made by the user, ratings about

the previous purchases submitted y the user, an. identification of another user or

users known to the user, affiliations of the user, and additional user-specific

information. The other user known to the user may be a spouse, roommate,

family member, colleague, or friend of the user. The other user a e selected

by the user from a pluralit of other .users who ar each known to the user. In

some instances, th other user may represent a corporate entity.

{ 34 Based on the records stored in th user history database 2 , the

mapping module 2 8 may map additional icons t th product images in the

pictorial representation, The icons may indicate that a particular product has

been previously purchased by the user or another user, has been designated as a

i avori e by the user or the other user, or has been added to a wish list by the

user o the other user.

[0835} A display module 2.12 is configured to provide a user interface to

a client device of the user. The user interface includes a display comprising the

Icon located within the pictorial representation at a location corresponding to the



of of the product. The may be referred Co as a

"augmented reality'- display. example of user Interface is provided in

i , 4.

| ] The display module 2 ay provide or mor additional user

nterface based on selections received from the user. The additional user

interfaces may provide information to the user about the product or incentives

associated with the product The additional user Interfaces may provide

Information accessed from the user history database 2 0

j 3 j. F G, 3 s a flow chart i nst rat lng a method 300 to provide

information based on location, according to an example embodiment The

method 300 ma be performed by the incentive system 200 o the incentive

2.

f 3 ] In a operation 302,. field of vision information is received a

user. The field of vision information may include an mage captured by the user

using a d igital earners (e g. an image of the ser' s fie ld of vision, a image of

sign identifying the user's field of vision, o an image of a QR code ^identifying

the user's field of vision) or a series of alphanumeric characters input by the

user. Based on ire field of vision information, ro c information about

products i the user's field o f vision s accessed.. The products may be Identified

according to a UPC or S U code.

| C ] In n operation 304, a search is conducted for incentives

corresponding to the products in th user's field of vision. The search is based

on the product Information. The search may be specific to Incentives offered by

e retailer.

84 ] in operation , a . pictorial representation of the user's field

of vision is generated. The pictorial representation may be an image captured by

the user or may an generated independently of the The pictorial

representation may Include additional data indicating the position of the products

depicted in the pictorial representation.

[(MM In an operation 3 ft the incenti ves are mapped to th products in

the pictorial representation. The incentives corresponding to each product may

he represented by one or more icons added to the pictorial representation.

Additional information associated with the product or user history associated



with the product may als bo mapped to the images of the products o the

pictorial representation.

| 4 In a operation 3 augmented reality display is provided.

The reality display includes th pictorial representation of the

field of vision and on or icons positioned or adjacent io i ages of

products within th pictor ial representation.

ρ β4 FIG. 4 is an l user interface 400 e d according to an

example embodiment. The example user interface 40 comprises the pictorial

representation 402 of the user's field of vision a legend -404. The user

interlace 400 may receive input from a user via, for example, a touch screen.

[ 844 The pictorial representation 402 includes, in the example

depicted, a picture of portion of store shelves supporting te s for sale. The

pictoria l representation may be a drawing or a photograph of the field of vision.

The pictorial representation 402 Includes product images such as product image

406 and icons such as icon 408, Th icons may partially o completely overlap a

product image corresponding to the product identified with an incentive. In.

some embodiments, the Icon may be adjacent to, but not overlap the product

image. The icons may vary in size, shape, color, or other identifying

characteristics.

j 45 In some instances, the user may b provided an option to the

products in the field of vision as a list of the products. The ist of the products

may b s tab according to position within the field of view of the ser. To

illustrate, the list may list the products in the field of vision front left to right and

from top to bottom.

S 4 ] The example user Interface 400 further includes a legend 404 that

includes he icons used in the pictorial representation and a definition of the

icon. The legend 404 may he optional and the user may be provided an option to

hide or show the legend,

47J FIG.. 5 is another example user interface 500 generated according

to an example embodiment. The example user interface 500 may be presented to

the user upon rece iving a selection of a produc mage in the pictorial

representation 402, The example Interface includes a product mage 502 along

with the con 5 4 assigned to the product image in the pictorial representation

402, Additional information, such as a product description or user history



information .may be displayed n. the example user interface 5 0,

£80481 A description of an automatic incentive 506 s displayed. The

automatic incentive 506 accrues to the user automatically at checkout or upon

scanning a club card or other loyalty progra identifier at a point of service

(POS) station in the store,

A description of a redeemable incentive 5 S is also displayed. A

redeemable incentive does not necessarily accrue automatically to the user.

Instead the user may be required to present a coupon at checkout and/or perform

some other action (e.g., purchase a particular number of items). A button 5

when selected, causes the user's device to download the coupon associated with

redeemable incentive 5 8.

MODULES, COMPONENTS AND LOGIC

| S Certain embodiments are described herein as luding logic or a

number o components, modules, or mechanisms. Modules may constitute

either software modules (e.g., code embodied (1 on a non-transitory machine-

readable edium (2) in a transmission signal) or hardware-implemented

modules. A hardware -impl me ed module Is tangible un t capable of

performing certain operations and ma configured er arranged in a certain

manner, n example embodiments, one or more computer systems {e.g.,

standalone, client or server computer system) or one or more processors may be.

configured by software (e.g., an application or application portion) as a

hardware-implemented that operates to perform certain operations as

described herein,

In various embodiments, a hardware implemented module may

be implemented mechanically or electronically. For example, a hardware-

implemented module ay comprise dedicated circuitry or logic that is

permanently configured (e.g., as a special-purpose processor, such a s a field

programmable gate arra (FPGA) or an appi.Ieation-speciilc integrated circuit

(ASIC)) o perform certain operations, A hardware-implemented module may

also comprise programmable logic or circuitry (e.g., as encompassed within a

general-purpose processor o other programmable processor) tha is temporarily

configured by software to per form certain operations. It wil be appreciated thai

the decision to implement a hardware-implemented module mechanically, n



dedicated a d permanently configured circrdtry, or i . temporarily configured

circuitry ( g,, configured by software) may be dri vers by and time

considerations,

j 5 Accordingly, the term " ar -implemented module" should be

understood to encompass a tangible entity, be that an entity that s physically

permanently configured (e,g„ hardwired) or te po n ly or

transitorily configured ( g „ programmed) to operate in a certain anner and/or

t perform operations described herein,- Considering in

which hardware-Implemented modules are temporarily configured (e.g.,

programmed), each o f the hardware Im plemented modules need not he

configured or instantiated at any one stance i For example, where f e

hardware-implemented modules comprise a .ge?iera!~parpose processor

configured using software, the general-purpose processor may be configured s s

respective different hardware-implemented modules at different times. Software

may accordingly configure a processor, tor example, to constitute a particular

hardware-implemented module at one instance of time and t constitute a .

different hardware-implemented module at a different Instance of time.

f 5 Hardware-implemented modules can. provide information to, and

receive information from, other hardware --Implemented modules. Accordingly,

the described hardware-implemented modules may be regarded as bein

communicatively coupled. Where multiple of hardware-implemented

modules exist contemporaneously, ications may achieved through

signal transmission (e,g,, over appropriate circuits and buses) mat connect the

hardware-implemented modules. I s embodiments- in which multiple hardware-

Implemented modules ar configured or Instantiated a different times,

communications between such hardware-implemented modules may be

achieved, for ex ple, through th storage and retrieval of Information in

memory .structures to which th multiple ardware-ln e ented modules have

access. For example, orse hardware-implemented modp le may perform an

operation, and store the output of that operation in a memory device to which t

is comm unicat el coupled. A further hardware-implemented module may

hers at a later m access the memor device to retrieve and process the stored

output lardware-imp!emented modules may also initiate communications with



input or output devices, a d can operate a ie.g., a collection of

information).

(0854) The various operations of methods described .herein may

b performed, a t least partially, by one or more processors that- are tempora l

configured (e.g., b software) or permanently configured to perform the relevant

operations. Whether temporarily or permanently eon e such processors

may constitute processor-implemented modules that operate to perform one or

more operations or functions. The modules referred to herein * n some

example embodiments, comprise processor-implemented modules,

f 5 j Similarly, me methods described herein may be at least partially

processor-implemented. For example, at leas some of the operations of a

method may be performed y one or processors or processor-rmpfemersted

modules, The performance of .certain of the operations may be distributed

among the one or more processors, not only residing within a single machine,

but deployed across a number of machines. In some example embodiments, the

processor or processors may be located m a single location (e.g., i .a ho e

environment, an office environment or as server farm), while i other

embodiments the processors may be distributed across a number of locations-.

(0056} The one or more processors ma also operate to support

performance of the relevant operations i a "cloud competing" environment or as

a "software as a service" (SaaS), For example, least some of the operations

may be performed by a group of computers (as examples of machines including

processors), th se operations being accessible via a network (e.g., the internet)

and via one or more appropriate interfaces (e.g.. Application Program Interfaces

(APIs).)

ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND SYSTEM

S7 ] Example embodiments may be implemented in digital electronic

circuitry, o in computer hardware, firmware, software, or in combinations o

t em Example embodiments ma be implemented using a computer program

product, e.g., a computer program tangibly embodied i an information carrier,

e.g., in a machine-readable medium for execution by, or to- control the operation



o l dais processing apparatus, e.g., l processor, ¾computer; or

computers.

A computer program can be written in any form of programming

language, including compiled or interpreted languages, and t can be deployed in

any form. Including as a stand-alone program or as a module, subroutine, or

ther uni suitable for .use n computing environment A computer program can

b deployed t be on one rnp tsr or on ltipie computers at one site

or distributed across multiple sites d interconnected by a communication

network.

59| n example embodiments, operations may be performed by one or

.more programmable processors executing a computer program to perform

functions by operating on input data and generating output Method operations

can also be performed by, and apparatus of .example embodiments may be

implemented as, special purpose l c ci uitry, e.g.. a field programmable gate

army (FPG.A) or an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC)

The computing system can include clients an -servers. A client

and server are. generally remote from each other and typically interact through a

communication network. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of

computer programs running on the respective computers and having a ient

server relationship to each other. n embodiments deploying a programmable

computing system, it will be appreciated that d a both hardware and software

architectures require consideration. Specifically, it will be appreciated that the

choice of whether to Implement certain functionality In permanently configured

hardware <e,g., an ASIC), n temporarily configured hardware (e.g., a

combination of software and a programmable processor), or a combination of

permanently and temporarily configured hardware may he a design choice.

Below are set out hardware (e.g., machine) and software architectures that may

be deployed. n various example embodiments,

EXAMPLE MACHINE ARCHITECTURE AND MACHINE-READABLE

MEDIUM

{ i j FIG , 6 Is block diagram of machine in the example form of a

computer system 600 within which instructions, for causing the machine to

perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed herein, may be



executed. In alternati ve embodiments, the machine operates as .a standalone

device or may be connected (e.g., networked) to other machines, in a networked

deployment, the machine may operate in the capacity of a server or a client

machine in server-client network environment, or as a peer machine in a peer-to-

peer (or distributed) network environment The machine may be a personal

computer (PC), a b PC, a set-top box (STB), a Personal Digital Assistant

(PDA), a cellular telephone, a web appliance, a network rooter, t or bridge,

or any mach ine capable of executing instructions (sequential or otherwise) that

specify actions to be taken by that machine. Further, while only a single

machine is illustrated, the terra " " shall also be takes to clude

collection of machines that individually orjointly execute a set (or multiple sets)

of instructions to perform an one or more of the methodologies discussed

herein,

f 2] Th example computer system 600 includes a processor 602 (e.g.,

a central processing unit (CPU), a graphics processing unit (GPU) or both), a

main memory 04 and a static memory 606, which communicate with each other

via a bus 608. The computer system 600 may further include a video display

unit 0 (e.g., a liquid crystal display (LCD) or a cathode ray tube (CRT)) The

computer system. 600 also includes an alphanumeric input device 6 (e.g., a

keyboard), a user interface ( ) navigation device 614 (e.g., a mouse), a disk

drive unit 616, a signal generation device 618 (e.g., a speaker) and a network

interface device 620,

MACHINE-READABLE MEDIUM

| 3| The disk drive unit 6 includes a machine-readable medium 622

on which is stored one o more sets of instructions and data structures (e.g.,

software) 624 embodying or utilized by any one or more of the methodologies or

functions described herein. The instructions 624 may also reside, completely or

a least partially, within the main memory 604 and/or within the processor 602

during execution thereof by the computer system 600, the ain memory 604 and

the processor 602 also constituting machine-readable media,

| 4| While the machine-readable medium 622 is shown in an e mple

embodiment to be single medium, th term "machine-readable medium" may

include a single edium or multiple media (e.g., a centralized or distributed



database, and/or associated caches and servers) hat store fe one or e

Instructions data structures. The "machine-readable medium" shall also

be taken to include any tangible medium that is capable of storing, encoding or

carr ng instructions for execution by the machine and that u the machine to

perform any one or more of the methodologies of the present invention, or tha is

capable of storing, encoding or carrying data structures utilised fay or associated

t such Instructions. The term ' machine-readable " fe a accordingly

be taken to include, but not be limited to, -state emories od optical and

magnetic media. Specific examples of machine-readable med ia include non¬

volatile memory; including y way of m l semiconductor memory devices,

e g . Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EP OMf Electrically

Erasable Program ble Read-Only Memory (E P . M) and flash e

devices; magnetic disks such as internal hard disks and disks;

magneto-optical disks; and CD-ROM and DVD-ROM disks.

TRANSMISSION MEDIUM

| 5 f Th instructions 624 may farmer be transmitted or received over

a communications; network 626 using a transmission med mr. The Instructions

24 may be transmitted using t e network interface device 620 and any one of a

number of well-known transfer pro cols (e,g„ HTTP). Examples of

omnu icat on networks include a . local area network a wide area

network ("WAN"), the Internet, mobile telephone networks, Plain Old Telephone

(POTS) networks, and wireless data networks (e.g., i and iMax networks)..

The term "transmission m shall be taken to ncl ude any intangible

medium that i capable of storing, encoding or carrying instructions for

execution by the machine, and includes digital or analog communications signals

or other intangible media to facilitate communication of such software.

In the following detailed description of example embodiments of

the Invention, reference is made to the accompanying drawings which form a

past ereof, and which s sh w by way of illustration only, specific

embodiments in which the invention ay be practiced, it Is to be understood

that other embodiments may be ut i ed and structural changes may be made

without departing from the scope of (b present Invention. Accordingly, the

specification and drawings are to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a



.restrictive The drawings thai form a part hereof, show by

way of illustration, and not of limitation, specific embodiments in which the

subject -matter maybe practiced. The embodiments illustrated are described i

sufficient to.enable those skilled in the a t t practice .the teachings

disclosed herein, Other embodiments m be utilized an derived therefrom,

s ch that structural and logical substitutions and changes may he made without

departing from the scope of t s disclosure. Thi Detailed Description, therefore.

Is not to be taken in &limiting sense, and the scope of various embodiments is

defined only by the appended claims, along with the full range of equivalents to

which such claims are entitled.

067} Such embodiments of the inventive subject matter may he

referred to herein, individually a d/or collectively, by the term "invention"

merely for convenience and without intending to vo ntarily n t th scope of

this application to any single invention or inventive concept if more than one is

in act disclosed. Thus, although specific embodiments have been illustrated and

described herein, it should appreciated that any arrangement calculated to

achieve the same purpose may be substituted for the specific embodiments

shown. This disclosure is intended to cover any and all adaptations or variations

or various embodiments. Combinations of the above embodiments, and other

embodiments not. specifically described herein, will he apparent to those of skill

in the art upon reviewing the abov description.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is;

A system comprising:

inventory module configured to identify art mstasice of product for

sa e positioned within a field of vision of a user based on mmi received f m

the user;

&search configured to identify one or more incentives to

purchase the product;

a location module to generate a picto al representation of th field of

vision that positions a Image of the product within the pictorial representation

based on a position of the- n field of vision of the user relative to

other objects within the field of vision of the .user;

a mapping module configured to map, using one or mo e processors, n

icon representing at least one of the ne or ore Incentives to a location within

the pictorial representation corresponding to the position of th product; and

a display module configured to provide a user interface to a client device

of the user, the cser interface Including a display comprising the Icon located

within the pictorial representation at a location corresponding to the position of

the i age of the product

2 , The -system of claim. , wherein the pictorial representation is .generated based

on a second image captured by a camera of the clien t device,

3 . The system of claim , wherei the user interface is generated based on the

second i age

4. The system of claim 2. wherein: the second mage includes a position marker

positioned within the field of vision of the user.

5. The system of claim 2 » wherein the pictorial representation comprises the

second image.



6 . The system of claim 2, wherein the image of the product comprises a

of the second image.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the location module identifies the location of

the user based o a selection reee ed from the user,

. The system of claim 7, wherein the selection comprises a second image of a

code captured by the client device.

9. Th s tem of claim I, wherein the search module s further configured to

identify one or mote additional incentives based on a captured R code.

10 The system f a n wherein the rrsapping module is further configured to

ap a second con to the position of the product based on a purchase .history of

the nser,

The syste of claim TO, wherein the display module is further configured to

receive selection of the second icon from the user and, response to the

selection, provide a second user interface indicating more information about the

purchase history of the user,

, The system of claim 1, wherein the mapping module is ferthet configured to

map second icon to the position of the product based on a purchase history of

second user associated with the user.

13, The syste of claim 2, wherein the display module is further configured to

receive a selection of the second icon from the user and, in response to the

selection, provide a second user indicating more information about th

purchase history f the second user,

14 Th system of claim 1, wherein the display module is further configured to

receive a selection of th icon from the user and, n response to the selection,

provide a second user interface indicating more information about the incentive

corresponding t the selected icon.



5. Th system n¾ wherein the display module is further configured to

receive a selection of the location of the product within the pictorial

represe atio from the user and, in to the selection, provide second

user interface indicating e informatics about the incentive corresponding to

the selected

1 . 7¾e system of e alni e the inventory module Is further configured

to Identify an Instance of second product or sale positioned within the field of

vision of the user based on the input from the user, and wherein the

location module Is configured to g n at the pictorial representation of the

second product for sale where a second mage of the second product Is located

in the pictorial representation based on the position of second product n the

field o f vision of the user relative to the first product and the other objects within

th field of vision of the user.

I?. The system of claim 6 wherein the search module is configured to Identify

one or more second incentives corresponding to the second product, wherein the

mapping odule Is configured to snap second icon representing the one or

ore second Incentives to a second location within the pictorial p s

corresponding to position of th product, and wherein the display further

compr es the second image and the second icon.

The s tem of claim 1 wherein :a Incentive of the one or more incentives

Is selected from rite group consisting of: a discount, a loyalty reward, and a gift,

. The system of claim , wherein the product Is identified based on a UPC or

S

20. The system of claim wherein the user Interface further includes an option

to display t « product and the one or more incentives as a portion of a lis

21. A method comprising:

1.9



identifying instance of a product for sale positioned ithin a field of

vision of a user based on an input received from the user;

one or snore incentives to purchase ths product;

generating a pictorial representation of ths field of vision that positions

an i age of the product within the pictorial representation based o a position of

the product in the .field of vision of the user to other objects within the

field of vis.k¾ of the user;

mapping, using o -or mor processors, icon representing si least one

of one or more incentives to location within the pictorial representation

corresponding to the position of the product; and

providing a «ser interface to a client .device of the user, the user interface

including a display comprising the icon located within the .pictorial

representation at a location corresponding to the position of the image of the

product

22. A non-transitory compnter-readable medium aving instructions embodied

thereon, the instructions executable by one or more computers to perform

operations comprising:

identifying an instance of a product for sale positioned within a Held of

vision of a s based on an input received Sco rn the user;

identifying one or more incentives to purchase he product;

generating a pictorial representation of the field of vision where an image

of the product is located within the pictorial representation based on the position

of the product in the field of vision o f the user relative to other objects within the

field of vision of the user;

mapping, using o e o more processors, an icon representing at least o e

of the one or more incenti ves to a location with in the pictorial representation

corresponding to the posit ion of the product; and.

providing a user interface to a client device of the user, the user interface

including a display comprising the icon located within the pictorial

representation at location corresponding to the position of th image of the

product
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